Introduction
Content-based image and multimedia retrieval has became one of the most active research areas in the last two decades and many approaches have been proposed and various results and systems have been carried out since then l5], l8]. In the first years of such Systems, content representation and similarity matching were considered as fundamental issues. More recently, researchers have paid more attention to other approaches including relevance feedback-based image retrieval (1271, 122] ) and semantics-based image retrieval (118] , l23l). These approaches allow generally an interesting improvement in search relevance even if they can be criticized at least on the fact that an important effort is asked to users to give relevance judgments or to perform annotations on images.
One approach, which still in the visual CBIR approach, and does not necessarily require the intervention of users, has not received enough attention in our opinion. This approach is Data fusion. Data fusion has been extensively used in the traditional text information retrieval (IR) field, and particularly in distributed IR (DIR) [9] , 1161, [26] . Data fusion, within DIR, recover three parts:
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The weighed version of the similarity measure can be defined as follows: Another important point in image retrieval is retrieval efficiency, which is closely related to the size of feature vectors used to represent the content of images. In fact, the more the size of feature vectors is large, the less the retrieval efficiency is good. Efiiciency of fusion-based approaches is quite equivalent to traditional approaches since they use models separately in the matching and retrieval step, which means a reduced size of feature vectors compared to traditional approaches, even if they necd to add a fusion step at thc end. In general the fusion step is less costly than the matching and retrieval step.
Results Fusion Models
In -PCP-S: Weighted combination, using the Spearman rank-correlation coefficients, of the four perceptual features computed on original images.
-CL; Fusion of PCP-V, PCP-COV-V and AR two by two or all of the three using the F\rsCL data fusion model.
The following figure (Fig. t) Extended research related to the work presented in this paper can be done through different directions, in particular the investigation of the possibility to define more representations as well as the possibility to use more complex fusion models.
